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EXPANDING THF .1ARK0V CLASSIFICATION SCHSKE FOR
BFAND SWITCHING BEHAVIOR

INTaCDOCTION

The various def ini tions of the marketing concept all suggest

that the objective of the firm is to satisfy the wants and needs

of its customers. Achieving that goal requires obtaining some

information about particular aspects of the purchase behavior of

the consumer. In order to satisfy the needs of the consumer, the

firm must develop an effective marketing strategy, invest in its

implementation, and evalaate the performance of the program.

Comprehensive consumer knowledge and developing an effective

marketing strategy imply that some marketing strategies are more

appropriate for certain consumer group than others. If

relatively homogeneous consumer groups can t« identified

according to purchase behavior, the marketing program can be

tailored to more effectively serve their.

Marketing managers want to establish policies based on the

actual behavior of oonsamers rather than on economic .models which

toll how they should behave. One possible solution to this

problem is an individual classification method which is mutually

exclusive, collectively exhaustive, informative, and based on

previous purchases.
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LTT2SATUBS PFVIEW

Brown (1952, 1953) did a study on sojTie frequently purchased

products and classified familios as generally having no loyalty,

unstable loyalty, divided loyalty, or undivided loyalty.

Cunningham {H56) began to classify the behavior of consumers as

a means of operationally defining brand loyalty. Consumer's

purchase histories were categorized by certain characteristics:

(1) single brand loyalty - the ratio of the tncst frequently
purchased brand to total purchases.

(2) dual brand loyalty - the ratio of the two most
frequently purchased brands to total purchases.

Massy, Montgomery, and Morrison (197C) continued some work

begun by Korrison which explicity included consumer heterogeneity

in the Markov process. Heterogeneity is modeled by assuming the

consumer's purchase probabilities are distributed according to

scire density function. As part of the final analysis a single

model is chosen to represent the 3ntirc> population; however that

model may possess a full range of probability values, Blattberg

and Sen (1973a) used a similar approach, i.e., a single model

represents everyone.

Objective

Just as an average contains no information on the range or

dispersion of data, a single composite model of an entire

population may only apply to a plurality of the individuals.
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There is no way foe one modt?! of the population to capture the

total dispersion of probabilities and all the possible variations

in the purciiasinc) process for -^ach individual. Ihis reasoning

does not include the more complex hypothesis that different

product classes may stimulate a totally new purchasing behavior

for the same individual.

An individual analysis of the population allows each

consumer's purchase history to determine the mcst appropriate

model and classification. On an individual basis both dimensions

of heterogeneity ir.ay be accounted for, i.e., different

probabilities and different processes. This leads to a more

exhaustive classification scheme,

CLASSIFICATION OF INDIVIOaALS

For a single model the occurrence of different probabilities

in a population of consumers for a specific product is

intca-model h "^teroqeneit y. However, the concept of heterogeneity

can be expanded. A number of consumers in any population will

have their behavior best described by entirely different Markov

models. The variation in the types of models may be referred to

as inter-model heterogeneity. The diverse nature of consumers

suggests that within every population some subset of consumers

probably are Bernoulli while others are better represented by a

more general Harkovian classification. Ignoring either purchase

probability or model heterogeneity may adversely affect
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classification results.

Once an individual has been classified according to some

model, that label is not necessarily permanent. The interaction

of a consumer with his environment and the development of his

tastes will cause changes in purchase In^havior. For example, for

each indiviuai the behavioral process responds to deviations in

the marketing mix and changes for different product classes.

A useful market segment consists of a profitable group of

consumers with similar marketing charateristics. It is not

unreasonable to assume that for short time horizons the number of

consumers ia that segment remains fairly constant. As some

individuals change their purchase behavior and move to new

classifications, other individuals also change and move into this

class.

The first step is to develop a mutually exclusive and

collectively exhaustive classification scheme for individuals.

The General Markov model provides a good fundamental structure

for classification purposes.
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Figure 1

1

* * «

* 1-kp kp
* *

* * *

1 * 1-p * p *
* * *

1/p > k > 0.0

r.ENERAL MARKOV TRANSITION MATRIX

Osing this structure and the theoretical explanation of other

possible iPodels, it is possible to classify individuals on the

basis of their estimated p and k as either Brand Loyal, Last

Purchase Loyal, Experimenter, Switcher, or Bernoulli.

Brand Loyal Classes

The thee cy surrounding the rand Loyal nodal developed by

Morrison (1966) assumes that brand- 1 is the brand in the

consumer's purchase history that is most often purchased and

brand-0 is all other brands. According to this interpretation of

brand-1, this model defines brand loyalty for whatever brand was

most frequently purchased. Although brand-1 is tlie brand most

often purchased, there may be more zeroes than ones in the

purchase history because brand-0 represents more than one brand.

Initially assume that there are more ones than zerces, this would
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certainly Increase the number of transitions containing a one.

If there are enough ones, there will be more "1-1" transitions

than any others. This will make p the largest probability or

ceil in the matrix. Since k is required to be less than one,

generally kp will be the next largest cell in the iratrix.

Given the theory, loyalty to brand- 1 defines the following

inequalities for the cells of the Brand Loyal Model:

cell(1,1) > cell{0,1) > O.S > cell(0,0) > cell{l,C)

p > kp > 0. 5 > 1-kp > 1-p

This inequality is solved for the range of k,

1.0 > k > C.5/P

The following inequalities are necessary in order for an

individual to be classified Brand Loyal to brand-1,

p > Ci and 1.0 > k > C . 5/p

The previous equations establish a cell ranking where brand-1 is

the brand bought most often. Applying the same theory to brand-0

would require permuting the ceili, in the matrix to favor brand-0.

In a practical application fcrand-1 represents the brand

under investigation. There can be brand loyalty to either

brand-1 or brand-0. Given the theory on brand-1 loyalty, loyalty

to brand-C defines a set of inequalities.

cell(0,C) > cell (0,1) > 0.5 > ceil(1,1) > cell(0,1)

The cells may be expressed as probabilities.

1-kp > 1-p > 0.5 > p > kp

This inequality is solved for the range of k.
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G«0 < k < 1.0

Zero is always a lower limit for k if none is specified. To be

brand loyal to brand-0 re^juires the following set of

inequalities.

p < 0.5 and CO < >: < 1.C

When brand- 1 is defined as the brand under investigation,

brand-0 symbolizes all other brands. The concept of brand

loyalty to all other brands really makes little sense. This

condition may be more reasonably interpreted as brand disloyalty

to brand-1.

Last Purchase Loyal Classes

The same discussion and arguments used for brand loyalty

apply to last purchase loyalty (LPL) . When brand-1 is the brand

most often purchased, the LPL model has the following matrix and

cell ranking.
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Figure 2

Q 1

* * »

* kp * 1-k.p •

* * *

* * *

1 * 1-p * p *

* * *

k > 0.0

LAST PUP.CHAS3 LOYAL IBANSITION MATRIX

cell(1,1) > cell(0,0) > C.5 > cell{0,1) > celi(1,0)

This inequality is applied to the probabilities in the General

Harkov model.

p > 1-kp > 0.5 > Vp > 1-p

This inequality is solved for the range ofc k,

(1-p)/p < k < 0.5/p

Likewise, the inequality for being LPL to brand-0 is solved

1-kp > p > 0.'^ > 1-p > kp

and leads to a range for k.

D.C < k < (1-p)/p

If an individual is LPL to brand-C, th<^ following inequalities

apply.

p < 0.5 and O.C < k < (1-p)/p

If k = (1-p)/p, the consumer is Last Purchase Loyal without a

preference for brand-0 or brand- 1. These conditions have been

labeled LPL(*). Likewise, a zero in the parentheses indicates
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last putchase loyalty to brand-0, and 1 indicates brand- 1.

For all the loyalty models just discussed the range of k is

between and 1. Ke consider next what happens when k is greater

than 1.

3xperimentcr Classes

There is no body of theory that expressly covers the

situations when k is greater than 1 for Jlarkov models. Most

works either consider brand- 1 to be the brand most often

purchased (a loyalty orientation) or use only loyalty Markov

models or Bernoulli models. To some extent, this may ignore

other possibilities.

Por example, the Experimenter would like to try new products

and occasionally opts for a change but then returns to his

original favorite.
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Figure 3

Q 1

>l< * *

1-kp * kp *
* *

* * *

1 * 1-p * p

Hr^^i^m **********

k > 1,0

3XPERI.1ENTEB TBANSITION MRTPIX

This matrix cesemblos a Brand Loyal matrix except that k > 1,0.

The following ranking of the probabilities applies to an

Experimenter.

1 > kp > p > C.5 > 1-p > 1-kp

If

p > C.5 and 1/p > k > 1.0,

then, 2 > k > 1 and the individual will be called an Experimenter

who favors brand-1. The following probability ranking is for the

Experimenter, rXP(C:), who does not favor brand-1.

1-p > 1-kp > 0.5 > kp > p

In order to classify a consumer as EXP(G}, the following

inequalities must be satisfied.

p < C.5 and C.5/p > k > 1.0

Since p < 0.5, k can become a very large number. As p tends

toward zero and k becomes very large the EXP (0) rratrix takes on

interesting features.
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Figure 3

A

1

p * 1-y * y *

* * *

* * *

1 * 1 * *

* * *

where ^ < y = kp < 0.5

and 1 > 1-y > C.5

e}:p{0) tbansition matrix

This particular matrix disallows any "1-1" transitions anj in

general it heavily favors more transition involving the choice of

brand-C

.

Switcher Classes

Another model not previously proposed is the Switcher model,

R Switcher demonstrates a high propensity for change. In

contrast to the Exporimenter, the Switcher shows a very low

probability for purchasing the same brand consecutively. The

matrix for the Switcher is:
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Fiqure 4

1

* *

C * 1-kp * kp *

* * *

* * *

1 * p * 1-p *

* » *

k > 1.0

SHITCHFR TSANSITTCN MATRIX

This matrix resembles a Last Purchase Loyal matrix. The

following inequality defines a Switcher that prefers brand- 1

,

SW(1), in terms of the probabilities in the General llarkov

matrix.

kp > 1-p > 0.5 > p > 1-kp

The inequality is solved for the range of k,

k > (1-p)/p

The SW(1) Switcher tends to purchase brand- 1 more than brand-0.

There is no upper limit on k and therefore k can become very

large. As p tends toward zero and k becomes large the SW(1)

matrix has two absorbing states.
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Figure Uft

1

***********
* i *

* C * 1 *
* * *

* * *

1 »
-J

* G *

* * *

SW(1) TRAHSITTON KMRIX

This matrix only allows "0-1" ani "i-O" transitions in equal

proportions. If more zeroes are purchased, the following

inequality applies.

1-p > kp > 0.5 > 1-kp > p

This inequality is also solved for the range of k.

(1-p)/p > k > C.5/P

Since p < C,5, k can become very large, Aa p tends toward

zero and k becomes large the SW (C) iratrix resei>)tles the EXP(O)

matrix.

figure UB

1

* * *

* 1 -y * y *

*

* * *

1 * 1 » *
* * *

where 1 > y = kp > C.5 and < 1-y < 0.5

SW(C) TP.i^NSITION KATRIX

This matrix also disallows any "1-1" transitions; however, it
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tends to favor "'^-1" and "1-C" transitions. If

k=(1-p)/p

then the Switcher has merely an evjual number o 1: brand- 1 ind

brand-0 purchases. This condition is labeled Si»(*) to show no

preference for either brand-1 or brand-3.

Due to the definition of brand-0 as all other brands, a

Switcher who has more brand-C purchases than brand- 1 may really

be purchasing more of brand-1 than any other brand since the

brand-0 purchases are probably not always the same brand,

Bernoulli Classes

The matrix for the Becrjoulli is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5

1

* * *

* 1 -p p *

* * *

* « *

1 * 1-p * p *

» * *

BERNOULLI TRANSITION MAT3IX

This is the same as the General ilarkov model with k=1. To

distinguish between being BEIU'i(l) and BCPH (0) requires that

p > '^.5 and p < C.5 respectively.
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Since thy Bernoulli model lies^only along the line k.= 1, it

is necessary to more broadly definti a ramje of values for k.

Values of k between 0.9? and 1.07 will ce classified Bernoulli.

Also, all onas or zeroes in a purchase sequence represents

such a high degree of loyalty that fewer parameters are needed to

describe this purchase hehavior. Rather than requiring two or

more parameters to describe the consumer's behavior, only one

parameter is necessary, i.e., a Bernoulli or zeco-order process.

Figure 7 graphically damonstrates that the Bernoulli

classification intersects all the classes, but predominantly

intersects the 3LM and ^XP. This means that the Bernoulli class

could be subdivided into U segments. figure 6 shows the various

Bernoulli subclassif ications for different ranges of p and k.

Figure 6

0. 93 < k < 1.0 1." =< k =< 1. 3 7

* « *

p > 0. 5 * B1 * 33 *
* *

^^^^ *Hi*-tf^i it *yli**:****'*'***'***^* ****** ^rti* ^i:^:t^^ili

A * *

p < C. 5 * B2 * B4 *
* * *

****itii****iti*iif ********** ******** **'if *****

BERNOULLI SUBCLASSIF ICATIONS

1. Pi is the same as High Brand Loyal Bernoulli

2. 32 represents a consumer disloyal to brand-1 (loyal to

brand-0) who conforms to a Bernoulli process.

3. 33 represents an experimenting consumer who prefers
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brand-'' but conforms to a Bernoulli process.

4. QU represents an experimenting consumer who does not

prefer brand-O but conforms to a Bernoulli process.

TAXONOMY OF CLASSIFICATIONS

In order for a classification scheme to be coirplete, it must

be rrutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive. By assuming

that the p and k estimated for each individual is a true

description of purchase behavior, each consumer can be

represented by a point in p,k-space. The location of this point

then enables the consumer to be classified into one of the

previously mentioned categories.

It is possible to summarize the categories explained

previously both alqebraically and graphically.

Tabl- 1

CLASSIFICATIONS 3Y p AND k

Class Restrictions
LPL(1) p > 0.5 (1-p)/P < k < 0.5/p
LPL(O) p > 0.5 0.0 < k < (1-p)/p
LPL(*) p > ?.5 k = (1-p)/p
BL:1(1) p > C.5 0.9 3 >= k >= 0.5/p
BLrt(C) p<0.5 0.93>=k>0.C
BFSNC^) p<0.5 0.93<k<1.07
B':;PN(1) p>C.5 0.93<k<1.07
EXP (1 ) p > '^.5 k >= 1 .07
EXP(O) p < 0.5 0.5/p > k >= 1.07
SW (1) p < 0.5 k > (1-p)/p
Sfci(C) p < 0,5 {l-p)/p > k > 0.5/p
S«(*) p < 0.5 k = (1-p)/p
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Figure 7

k= (l-p)/p k = 0.5/p

P 1.0

BERN

k = 1/p

CLASSIFICATIONS BY p AND k

Results are consistent with Figure 7. Calculus, i.e., the

integration of the area under curves, is used in Figure 7 to

determine that the classification space has an area of 7.908,

The following relative areas occur when integrating the proper

functions with the appropriate limits.

Table a

CLASSIFICATION AR2AS

Class Area Entire Class Area

IPL(O) 0.193 LPL
LPL(1) 0.153 BL«
BL«{0) 0.U70 EXP
BLM(1) 0.12U SH
EXP (0)

EXP(1)
3.«25
.165

BERN

SH{0) 2.760 Tota
SW(1) .U99
BERN(O) .060
BERN(1) .058

0.346
0.59fi

3.590
3.259
.118

7.907

Total 7,907
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Several interesting conclusions can be drawn 1 com these two

summaries.

1. The Recnoulll classification

C . 9 3 < k < 1.07

divides the classification space into a measure of loyalty

(k<0.93) and a measure of changing purchases (k>1.07).

2. The curve

k = (1"P)/P

divides the space into those who most often purchase branii-l

and those who most often purchase bcand-0. Points in

p,k-space above the curve purchase more brand -1,

1. Earlier the ?XP and hhn and the LPL and S W matrices were

noted for their similarity. The graph shows that they are

nearly reflections of each other across k-l.

ti. In con-juaction with point 3, LPL always requires p > 0.5

and SW always requires p < 0.5.

CONCL05ICN

This entire classification method can be reviewed in

terms of duplications and additions to the existing

literature.

1. Brand Loyal Hodel - This model is identical to the

Morrison Brand Loyal model. However, it has been extended

to represent disloyalty for a particular brand.
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2. Last Purchase Loyal Kodel - This model is a

permutation of the cells of the Morrison Dra nd Loyal model,

Morrison called this a Custcner Loyal model; hovevor the

name was later chanqed to Last Purchase Loyal model.

3. Bernoulli Model - Ihe Bf»rnoulli model comes from a

Bernoulli process. Biattberg and Sen (1 S73b) developed

extensions to that model. Their High Brand Loyal Bernoulli

model represents those consumers who have a high probability

of purchasing brand-1, the favorite brand, but conform to a

Bernoulli process. Their Deal Not Loyal Eernoulli model

represents consumers who buy primarily on where "favorite"

brand consists of the brand most often bought on a deal.

«. Experimenter and Switcher Models - tb<!se are

Atkinson's (1976) interpretations of the Gex»«ral Markov

model.

This classification scheme is also the basis for a

market segmentation program. Each segment reguires a

marketing strategy tailored to its needs. Marketing effort

can be dif«»cted at those target markets which will achieve

the objectives of the firm and offer profit potential.

Individuals firmly entrenched in the Brand Loyal class

may require no increase in marketing effort to maintain

their loyalty. Additional effort will probably provide

diminishing marginal retruns. The objectives of the firm.
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its resources, and the potential profit in the Brand

Disloyal cla;^s would determine whether it received a

concentrated niarketin>j effort or was totally ignored.

•

Individuals that are Last Purchase Loyal display a

limited version of brand loyalty. The goal of the marketer

is to cultivate, nurture, and encourage this class of

individuals to become brand loyal. Both last purchase

loyalty and last purchase disloyalty are short term

behaviors. This suggest that loyalty for whatever product

has not been so firmly established that it cannot be

changed.

Bernoulli behavior implies that the individual has no

memory o^ the last purchase. In effect each subsequent

purchase may be treated as if it were the first purchase.

That enhances the importance of marketing activities such as

promotional messages, shelf position, packaging, etc.

Experimenters exhibit brand loyalty characteristics but

occasionally experiment with othor brands. if the loyalty

sufficiently overshadows the experimentation, there may be

no need to treat this group any different than the Brand

Loyal group. As long as they return to the firm's brand,

there may he no need to make a special effort to influence

their behavior.
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Those individuals that are members of the Switchers

theoretically move fcom birand to brand. That type of

purchase behavior may ali:o indicate that the existing

products only partially gratify the needs of the market.

In all cases the analyst must remember that the entire

market has been reduce to two brands, the brand under

investigation (brand-1) and all other brands (brand-0)

.

There may be more C's than 1's in the purchase history and

brand-1 still be the brand most frequently purchased.

This classification scheme identifies the types of

consumers in a firm's market, suggests some marketing

strategies for reaching those market segments, and can be

modified to identify the composition of the competitors'

markets. This method for classification ejctablishes a

mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive labeling

system which includes both purchase probability

heterogeneity and model he^ erogeneity . This is a means of

classiticatin or identification that appears to be the most

general for Markov models used to represent trand switching

behavior.
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